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The global work-landscape is

changing. Already before COVID-19,

topics like New Work and

Digitalization boosted interest and

are trending more than ever.

Types of employment are changing.

 At expertpowerhouse, we follow

market trends closely.

We wanted to understand the

growing workforce of independent

consultants and experts. To what

extent are they used in

corporations?

How are they accessed by

executives? 

And what is the work model today

and in the future?  

A big thank you to the more than

450 executives around the world

that participated in the study and

shared their insights.

We wish you a happy reading. 

Stay safe.

CHRISTIAN MOLDENHAUER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

expertpowerhouse GmbH
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do companies use independent

consultants and experts  to support

their businesses?

More than 450 executives from our

selected focus regions: Europe,

North America, Latin America and

the Middle East followed our

invitation. Participants were invited

by email and received individual

links to our survey. Each one

answered a comprehensive online

survey with 5  major sections and 8

deep-dive questions. In addition, we

conducted a selected number of

focus interviews with executives to

complement the findings.

METHODOLOGY

OF  THE  STUDY

The New Independent Workforce

consists of independent

consultants and external subject

matter experts that can be

independently used by companies,

e.g. to fill expertise and knowledge

gaps or to add additional capacity

to their teams. It is a diverse group

that spans across a wide range of

ages, skill levels, and compensation.

With the survey, we wanted to find

out more about the new

independent workforce. How is it

utilized? What future trends exist in

demand and work models? And why

Focus regions of the New Independent Workforce Study 2020
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7

6

%

of all surveyed executives use  

independent consultants or

experts to support 

their businesses.

1

.

5

times more are independent

consultants and experts used

by larger firms than in

smaller companies 
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Often, they face capacity shortages

in their teams to accomplish certain

projects or ramp-up a program in

the organization. 8 out of 10

executives have used an

independent consultant or expert

before to support them in their

businesses. This means it is pretty

normal to call for external help. But

this also means that not all tasks can

be accomplished solely with the

own organization. 

For most executives, tapping into

external support is a necessity to

get their work done. There are

differences across regions, but

overall, the utilization of the New

Independent Workforce is high

among executives. North American

executives use  independent consul-

tants and experts the most, followed

by Middle East, Europe  and Latin

America.

To what extend are independent

consultants and experts used

today? And are usage patterns all

the same across regions and

companies? We wanted to find out

how executives make use of

independent consultants and

experts to support them in their

business operations. 

Executives often think about

support when they lead initiatives,

they are unfamiliar with, or when

they pioneer something new in the

company. 

CURRENT  USE  OF

INDEPENDENT

CONSULTANTS

Use of the New Independent Workforce by

region in % of executive answers
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By taking a closer look, the Middle

Eastern industry composition is 

 more resource-based than in other

regions. Many efforts have been

started to change this, opening up

the economy and building new,

localized industries. Saudi Arabia,

for example, is working towards its

“Vision 2030 - to create a vibrant

society, a thriving economy and an

ambitious nation”.

So it's not surprising to see the GDP

share of the service sector (51%) in

comparison to other regions;  while

we see the second-highest

utilization of independent

consultants and experts.

As  result, we see very high demand

for independent consultants and

subject matter experts. One of our

middle eastern business partners

explains:

“We actively seek to incorporate
external expertise to ensure our
reforms and economic initiatives
are state of the art and
incorporate the latest thinking
on labor market reforms, tax
reforms, smart city developments
and private sector growth
initiatives.”

How can these regional differences

be explained?

One answer could be that there are

significant differences in the

composition of regional economies.

The service sector takes up very

different shares in each of the

considered regions. For example,

the share of the service sector of

the North American GDP is 77%,

while it is only 61% for Latin

America. One could argue that the

larger the service sector, the more

consulting and expert services are

established and also the more the

New Independent Workforce is

used. The Middle East seems to be

an exception here. A multitude of

programs and transformations are

under their way, all requiring

specific expertise, additional

resources and capacities. Not only

in the public sector but also on the

corporate side.

CURRENT  USE 2020

Use of the New Independent Workforce over

service GDP by region
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 travel and tourism will develop

after the COVID-19 pandemic.

Despite their different challenges,

we see that all industry sectors are

affected by the same megatrends

such as digitalization, urbanization,

globalization and individualization

affect all industries. For many

executives, climate change, extreme

weather events or resource scarcity

are on top of their minds. The UN

Sustainable Development Goals

(sdgs.un.org) are discussed  in many

boards while we are writing.  To

solve all these challenges,  a lot of

additional knowledge and capacity

is required in organizations.

Consequently, Independent

consultants and experts are in high

demand in all industries. 

CURRENT  USE 2020

How are independent consultants

and experts used in different

industries? Do some sectors use

them more than others? 

There are many challenges that are

inherent to a specific industry. For

example: The  Power sector is

transforming towards more

sustainable and renewable ways  to

generate electricity and heat. The

Automotive sector shifts towards

electric and fuel cell driven

propulsion.  Soon, we will see the

first parcels delivered by drones,

and as of now no one knows how

global

Current use of the New Independent

Workforce by sector by executives
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The Finance & PE  sector works the

most with independent experts and

consultants. In the case of Private

Equity, a managing director

explains:

“In Private Equity, we are used
to work with external experts,
helping us to assess deal
opportunities, markets and
technologies. It makes sense for us
to have specific industry
knowledge in-house, but only to a
certain extent. We rather buy
additional expertise and
consulting power from the market
when we need it.”

CURRENT  USE 2020

Current use of The New Independent

Workforce  by company size

Company size  is a significant

indicator of the use of independent

consultants and experts.   We see

form our research that executives at

larger companies use independent

consultants and experts more. 

Only 60% of small companies

executives use independent

consultants and experts, while 90% 

of executives in  very large

organizations have worked with

them.
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0

%

of all executives expect their

companies to continue or

increase the use of

independent consul-

tants and experts 

in the future

3

 

/

 

1

0

executives say that

independent consultants and

experts are more cost

effective than using

own employees
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Over the last five years, the number

of self-employed workers aged

between 55-65 years has increased

by 8% on average, every year. For the

EU-28  states, Eurostat reports some

1.1 million people as  self-employed

workers  in 2019.  Compared to the

entire European workforce, this is  a

rather small number, and not all of

the self-employed workers are top

consultants or experts.  So, we

expect  full-time employment will

remain the traditional and

predominant form of employment

in  the near future.

How will the supply for

independent consultants and

experts change in the future?

Will  there be more freelancers than

full-time employees  at some point?

We expect significant growth in the

independent workforce sector and

see the supply of independent

experts and consultants continuing

to increase at high rates in the next

2-5 years. According to our research,

significant  growth of freelancers

is  happening, especially senior

consulting  experts. Take Europe as

an example. 

FUTURE  USE  OF

INDEPENDENT

CONSULTANTS

 Average annual growth of self-employed workers aged 55-64 by country 

Source: Eurostat 2014-2019
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We see a high demand for the New

Independent Workforce in

all regions and industries. There are

only slight differences when we

compare among industry sectors or

regions. This  is in line  with  our

findings for the current  use  of the

New Independent Workforce  across

regions and industry sectors. Taking

a  regional view,  Middle Eastern

executives expect the highest future

use of independent consultants and

experts (82%). 

Who is going to hire all the new

independent consultants and

experts? Will companies use the

increasing supply to their

advantage? 

Companies  seem willing to use The

New Independent Workforce more

in the future. In our study, more than

8 out of 10 executives expect their

companies to use independent

consultants and experts more or at

the same levels than today  in the

next 2-5 years. About 60% of all

surveyed executives even  expect a

higher use in the future. 

Use of The New Independent Workforce in the next 2-5 years by region

FUTURE  USE 2020
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FUTURE  USE 2020

Taking an industry view, independent

consultants and experts will remain

in high demand across all sectors.

Sectors differ little regarding the

expected future utilization of

independent consultants and

experts. The sector where executives

expect the strongest increase in the

use are IT&Telco (73%), Consulting

(71%), Automotive (70%), Industrial

Goods (67%)  and  Public Sector

(65%).

Use of The New Independent Workforce in the next 2-5 years by sector
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This explains, there is so little

difference among all sectors, despite

the global and industry-

specific challenges discussed earlier.

“Executives use independent

consultants and experts to primarily

close capacity or expertise gaps fast

while staying flexible and getting a

neutral view”

Across all sectors, 2 out of 3

executives agree that independent

consultants can fill any expertise and

capacity gap.

This is interesting, because it means

that only one-third of executives

believe  there are topics at their

company that can not easily be

addressed by externals. i.e. that are

somewhat proprietary to their

company.

„Two-thirds of executives believe
that any capacity or expertise can
be filled by externals.”

WHY  IS  THE  NIWF  UTIL IZED? 2020

Percentage of responses that agree with  "The New Independent Workforce..."
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Not surprisingly, one of the main

reasons to hire independent

consultants is to maintain flexibility

and getting a neutral perspective.

As volatility rises for many

companies, they  want to stay more

flexible. Projects  need to be

accomplished quickly. Programs and

initiatives need to be adjusted on an

ongoing basis. This often stretches

the abilities and patience of the

organization. So,  it  is  not surprising

that  executives like to tap into the

pool of on-demand consultants and

experts to  provide a neutral

perspective on progress. 

Only  every second executive

agrees  that hiring independent

consultants and experts  is faster

than in-house staffing. This is

surprising in our view. We would have

expected  a vast  consensus that

staffing of externals is much faster

than in-house staffing.  For example,

going the traditional hiring route  to

staff  a new project consultant takes

typically between  2-6 months

internally.  Using the New

Independent Workforce, contracting

an external project consultant can be

achieved within  a few days, when

using a 

consulting platform such as

expertpowerhouse. We see two

probable explanations of why only

47%  of executives perceive a speed

advantage of the New Independent

Workforce. Firstly, many executives

seem  not aware of consulting

platforms  and the speed advantage

they can create for them  compared

to internal hiring. And secondly, the

internal  procurement processes for

independent consultants and experts

might be so slow that executives

perceive no speed advantage. 

"Many executives seem not aware
of consulting platforms and
internal procurement processes
for  independent consultants or
experts are slow and cumbersome.”

Independent consultants  and

experts are perceived to be more

cost-effective than  own permanent

employees by every third executive.

This might result especially from the

speed advantage, e.g. projects can

start faster  and with fewer delays.

But also, quality seems to play a role.

WHY  IS  THE  NIWF  UTIL IZED? 2020
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WHY  IS  THE  NIWF  UTIL IZED? 2020
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Independent consultants and experts

can focus  a lot more  on a  specific

project, while full-time employees

often are allocated to a project only

with a fraction of their time.

Having two 100% dedicated

independent consultants vs.  8

company employees that are staffed,

25% on the project makes a big

difference.  The latter setup would

require a lot more management

attention,  create less

accountability  for each employee

and also would require a lot

more coordination effort in the team.

It seems consistent that

executives state  that projects can be

finished faster with independent

consultants and experts and that

they use independent consultants

and experts  when critical measures

need to be implemented, i.e. when a

lot is at stake (e.g., staff cuts, changes

in the production set-up, new

business build-ups). 

The overall collaboration  with the

New Independent Workforce is

neither seen as very easy nor very

difficult.

This is in-line with  the earlier stated

high future demand for independent

consultants and experts.



T

O

P

 

2

key channels to access

independent consultants and

experts: external providers

and personal network

2

 

X

Referrals and networking are

used twice as much by

executives in smaller firms

than in larger companies
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executives, it pays out in the long

run to maintain and build a good

personal network with experts

outside the company and  to

maintain a good relationship with a

few, trusted providers. So once there

is a challenge to be solved,

executives can take action  quickly

and fill potential expertise or

capacity gaps with independent

consultants or experts.

“When it comes to reaching out to
independent consultants and
experts, the regional culture, age
of the executive and the size of
their company play an important
role for the channel.”

There are many ways that executives

access independent consultants and

experts. We asked them how they

do it. Two ways clearly stick out

compared to all other approaches.

Independent consultants and

experts are mainly accessed via

external providers or the

executives'  personal network. This

means executives can get an edge

with systematically building their

personal network and having a

trusted external expert or

consultancy provider at their

fingertips. 

Taking into consideration that the

use of independent consultants and

experts is a necessity for most

ACCESS  TO  THE

NEW

INDEPENDENT

WORKFORCE

Ways to access The New Independent Workforce in

% of executives answers
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Step 2: Train executives on how to

best use  external  providers  and

share best practices  or refer good

consultants or experts within the

company. Providers can often

support here. For example,

expertpowerhouse offers on-

demand training for its clients (“Do's

and Don’ts, how to make best use of

external consultants and expert

providers”). Step 3: Increase the

interlink of  external providers and

their clients. For example,

HR/procurement can establish a

portal solution in the company’s

intranet to allow executives  to

easily  access  and  quickly launch a

request for a consultant or expert

support. For example,

expertpowerhouse offers a

corporate interface to enable  its

clients to launch requests in no

time.

We find it surprising, that

employee referrals seem a lot less

used than other channels, and

official HR/procurement channels

are not on top of executives’ minds

when they access an independent

consultant or expert.  Companies

might want to look into their

employee referral schemes and

analyze how to bring their

HR/procurement more into  their

executive’s  selection process.    We

see this as an opportunity for the

HR/procurement  function  to bring

additional value to the companies’

executives. And there are three easy

steps  for HR/procurement  to  help

executives to quickly access

independent consultants and

experts.

Step 1: Regularly educate

companies’ executives about  their

options  to source independent

consultants and to highlight

preferred external providers.

ACCESS  TO  THE  NEW  INDEPENDENT  WORKFORCE 2020
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Europe is the only region where

external providers are more often

considered by executives than their

personal network. An  explanation

for these differences  can  be

different ways  of  how  business is

conducted  in the regions. There are

significant cultural differences

between high context cultures such

as Middle Eastern countries, and low

context countries  such as the USA.

In high context cultures

relationships are often built  slowly

and  depend very much on trust.  In

low context cultures,

relationships  tend to begin quickly

but also end quickly. Consequently,

we see that the transactional use of

external providers is higher in

Europe and North America than

compared to Latin America or even

the Middle East.

The ways executives access

independent consultants and

experts differs by region. Across all

regions the personal network

is  most important access channel

(57%). But  for  other channels the

picture is different, ergo

in  the  Middle East executives rely

much more on referrals and

personal connections. Employee

referrals and networking events

have a much higher weight  than in

other regions while the use of

external providers is far less

considered than, for example, in

North America.

2020

Access of The New Independent Workforce in %

of executive answers
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ACCESS  TO  CONSULTANTS

Younger executives use different

channels to older executives. Age

is a significant factor in how

executives access independent

consultants or experts. 

“The younger the executive, the

more they trust the market and use

external providers,  the older the

executives, the more they trust their

personal network”.

 Younger executives access

support via external providers a lot

more than older colleagues

(65%  vs.  40%)  while at the same

time using  their personal network

much less  than older peers  (50%

vs. 67%). Also, younger executives

seem to work more with employee

referrals, i.e. they trust their  

employees more when it comes to

selecting independent consultants

or experts than older executives.

The  differences  with respect to

age  could be explained  by stating

that  younger executives have not

yet established  a network as strong

as their older peers and

consequently use external providers

and employee referrals to make up

for it. But this  argument is

questionable in our view. In fact,

one could argue that younger

executives can have stronger

connections and networks today.

Take LinkedIn  as an example; one

of  the world’s leading business and

career platforms  with over

660M individual users (2019).

Access to The New Independent Workforce  by age of executive

19
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About 62%*  of all LinkedIn users are

aged below  35 years, and this age

group is also the fastest growing. So

why should we think that young

executives have  weaker networks

than older executives?

Looking at  the differences in how

young vs. old executive access

independent consultants and

experts,  younger executives might

be simply more familiar with

digital expert and consulting

platforms and use them more

frequently. 

The  fact that older executives

mostly rely on their personal

network to access independent

consultants and experts can create a

blind spot  for them.  As executives

grow older, they more and more rely

on their personal network, relying

on shared beliefs and groupthink

within this  network, and ultimately

losing out on opportunities of fresh

knowledge, new belief sets and new

narratives.    Therefore we think a

systematic balancing of

one’s personal network and regular

use of external expert providers is

key.

While using trusted personal

connections that executives build

up over the years, they can at the

same time introduce fresh

expertise and knowledge  into their

organization with the help of

independent experts or

consultants. In our interviews, one

executive gave the following

example:

“We wanted to  in-source our
production, automatize and
optimize it, and for half  a year,
we had tried to hire an employee
with HR to do this
supposedly  3-year project. Then
we spoke with expertpowerhouse
and an external cloud
manufacturing specialist. He
designed our  new production
blueprint in three months, set up
the  program and then my team
and I  took over an executed
it within a year. Getting support
and a fresh, neutral perspective
helped me  to avoid pitfalls,
deliver the project securely, and
at a much faster speed.”

2020
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*According to

https://www.oberlo.com/blog/linkedin-

statistics 
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ACCESS  TO  CONSULTANTS

Company size tells a lot about how

independent experts and

consultants are accessed. As

companies grow and mature, they

rely increasingly on external

providers  to recruit  independent

experts and consultants. At the same

time,  the need for  standardized and

global  HR/procurement  processes 

increases while company processes

become more structured and

professionalized. Large companies

state the highest values for accessing

independent consultants and experts

via external providers and

HR/procurement channels.

2020

The opposite holds  true  for smaller

firms.  Here, personal networks,

referrals and networking are much

more used to access independent

consultants and experts. 

Executives in smaller firms

consider  referrals, networking  and

their personal network  twice as

important, than executives in  large

companies.  At the same time,

they  see HR/procurement only  one

fifth as important than corporate

executives.

21

Access to The New Independent Workforce in % of executive

answers
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Work-time: Do they work full-

time  only  vs. part-time,  on-demand?

Work-type:  What type of consultant

is needed, mostly specialists

vs. mostly generalists?  

Work-place:  Should externals be

mostly local vs. international?

Historically the traditional

consulting model seen in a large

consulting firms is  full-time work on

the ground by  local  generalist

consultants  in the  well-

known  consulting tact: Monday to

Thursday at the client premises with

an office Friday. Repeat.

CHANGING

WORK  MODEL

What is the current work  model for

independent consultants and

external subject matter experts?  And

how will it evolve in the future? 

 We asked executives  to give us their

opinion, along four dimensions:

Work-mode: Do consultants and

experts work fully  on the ground

vs. fully virtual?  

The four dimensions of the work model for current and future 
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The current work model for

independent consultants  and

experts is a balanced mix of on the

ground and virtual work (40/60), full-

time and on-demand work

(35/65),  carried out mostly by local

consultants. However, the type of

work is typically highly specialized.

“Executives expect a new work
model from independent
consultants and experts. The trend
goes towards an international
specialist that works mostly virtual
and on-demand with the client
team.”

Looking into the future, we see clear

shifts away from the traditional

independent work model. Across

regions and industries, all groups of

executives see the same trends

pointing in the same direction, but at

differing orders of magnitude.

Globalization will continue, with

experts becoming more international,

virtual and on-demand, while the

need for special expertise

remains unchanged at  high  levels.

The largest shift  in the future  is

expected from a more on the

ground towards the virtual work

model, this is not surprising given

the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic

situation. But it means independent

consultants need to find ways not

only to acquire and execute project

more virtually. But also, they need to

connect to their clients and establish

trust in different ways going forward.

CHANGING  WORK  MODEL 2020

The dimension On the  ground vs. Virtual

by sector for current and future
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The industries showing the lowest

values of virtual consulting work (e.g.

Resources, Automotive, Public Sector

and Power) are also showing the

highest expectations to catch up.

Virtualization of work for

independent consultants and experts

differs by regions.   The differences

among regions correlates with the

level of digitalization.  

The recent Enabling Digitalization

Index (EDI) shows North America

(rank 1), Germany (rank 2), Saudi

Arabia (rank 53) and Brazil (rank 59). 

 The regions with the lowest ranking

are also the ones where executives

perceive the highest demand for

virtual collaboration with

independent consultants and

experts.

CHANGING  WORK  MODEL 2020

Level of digitalization by country based on the

Enabling Digitalization Index (EDI) 

Source: Euler Hermes 2018
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The future work model will be

more on-demand than today.

Engaging independent consultants

five days a week, often is replaced

by engagements over  longer

periods of time, with less than full-

time intensity, saving on the

budget. This tendency will increase

in the future as independent

consultants are increasingly used,

e.g., to check project progress on an

ongoing basis, participate as

advisors in management workshops

on a part-time basis, and to transfer

skills to  the client teams  over a

longer period of time.

International consultants and

experts will be more sought after in

the future. Especially in Europe and

North America executives perceive

a  large  shift from currently more

local to international independents.

the Middle East already uses mostly

international consultants, with  the

highest current value   compared to

all other regions, and expect to

remain at this level in the future.

Latin America shows the

highest  values for the  use of

local  independent consultants and

experts

CHANGING  WORK  MODEL 2020

and executives only see a slight shift

towards more international staffing. It

seems to be the only region, where a

rather local work model is expected

to prevail for independent

consultants in the next 2-5 years.

 Local vs. International use of independent

consultants and experts by region
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Work-mode, work-type and work-

place for independent consultants

and experts  are perceived very

similar by executives, whether  they

are from  a small  or very large

companies. Work-time, however,

differs by company size. Smaller

companies use independent

consultants  more part-time or on-

demand, while medium but

especially large companies seem

to be inclined towards more full-time

consulting. On the one hand, this

could be due to generally more

flexible work environments in lower

companies. One the other hand

consulting budgets are smaller  and

on-demand  experts and consultants

are favored to save budget.

In the future medium and large-sized

companies  expect the biggest work

model change.  The larger  a

company,  the  larger the change in

the different work model dimensions

is expected.    Having the necessary

means, large companies planning to

go most virtual  and international

compared to medium and small

companies.  Small and Medium-size

companies see a mix of both on-the-

ground and  virtual,  as well as

international and local consultants

and experts.

CHANGING  WORK  MODEL

2020

Work model by company size
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expertpowerhouse is one of the fastest growing consulting and

expert-networks in Europe. Our platform was launched in 2017.

Today, we provide over 10000+ high-caliber and vetted consultants

and experts globally for projects in corporates, investment firms and

consulting companies. 

Our vision is to enable next generation consulting. We complement

project teams with exactly the right capacity and expertise.The best

talent is going independent, and companies need to tap into this

workforce to innovate and stay ahead of the curve. Our platform

makes it safe for both sides to connect and work together on projects

in a fast and easy way, based on mutual trust. Whether it be digital

transformation, portfolio strategy, M&A, or any other pressing topic.

We bring the right professionals to complement your team, at far

more competitive rates compared to classical consulting.

Christian Moldenhauer is Managing Director at

expertpowerhouse. Prior, he worked in Europe, the US, Mexico

and Australia mostly for corporations and SMEs. He was a

Project Leader at the Boston Consulting Group and when he is

not working, he builds Lego towers with his kids, calculates

tidal streams or reads about New Work leadership.

 

Dr. David Küpper is Managing Director at expertpowerhouse.

Prior, he worked in Europe and the Middle East, mostly for

industrial corporations and in the public sector. He was

Principal at the Boston Consulting Group and when he is not

working, he grows peppers, creates new dishes, or  enjoys

water sports.

Julian Fahlisch is Strategic Business Development and Expert

Relations Manager at expertpowerhouse. He is a New Work

enthusiast, virtual expert and ex-professional video gamer

with a background in psychology. Prior, he has been recruiting

the best talent for Start-Ups. When he is not working, he is

online, so feel free to chat him up on LinkedIn.
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